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Summary of the paper

 Onshore-offshore interest differentials drive renminbi
inflows from entrepot trades.

 They predict one-year-forward outflows to settle letters
of credit.

 Interest differentials have greater impacts on the lower
half of the outflow distribution, and induce entry into
entrepot trades.

 Renminbi interest arbitrages are feasible but costly
under capital controls.
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Gap between CNY-CNH interbank interest rates
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Possible determinants of increases in letters of credit
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 Interest rate arbitrage 
 Foreign exchange arbitrage – renminbi exchange rate disparity of 

CNY (onshore) and CNH (offshore)
 Constraint of credit supply – some corporates need to borrow in the 

offshore market
 “Foreign guaranteed loans” in which offshore loans are guaranteed 

by onshore collateral (letters of credit)
 Capital controls is a reason for the increase in “foreign guaranteed 

loans” but not for interest rate arbitrage purposes



Significant increase in Mainland-related trade finance 
in Hong Kong, but still relatively small in share
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Increase in non-performing loans in manufacturing 
sectors
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Smaller banks faced higher increases in NPL
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Manufacturing sectors’ loan demand (supply) declined 
more
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Small firms’ loan demand (supply) declined more 
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Persistent onshore loan growth probably driven by 
credits to large firms
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Comments
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 Interest rate arbitrage could be a determinant of the increase in 
letters of credit

 Offshore trade finance increased in 2014 
 The increase in Chinese (onshore) banks’ NPLs and demand for 

offshore loans (smaller and manufacturing firms) may cause the 
increase in “foreign guaranteed loans” in which letters of credit are 
the onshore collateral

 Therefore, some related control factors should be put into the 
analysis and estimations to confirm that interest rate arbitrage is a 
key determinant

 This paper is an interesting study on capital controls
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